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Abstract—As one of the most challenging problems of the 
next-generation high-speed networks, quality-of- service routing 
(QoSR) with multiple (k) constraints is an NP-complete problem.  
In this paper, we propose a multi-constrained energy function- 
based precomputation algorithm, MEFPA.  It cares each QoS 
weight to b degrees, and computes a number (B= 1

2
−

−+
k

kbC ) of 
coefficient vectors uniformly distributed in the k-dimensional QoS 
metric space to construct B linear energy functions.  Using each 
LEF, it then converts k QoS constraints to a single energy value.  
At last, it uses Dijkstra's algorithm to create B least energy trees, 
based on which the QoS routing table is created.  We first 
analyze the performance of energy functions with k constraints, 
and give the method to determine the feasible and unfeasible areas 
for QoS requests in the k-dimensional QoS metric space.  We 
then introduce our MEFPA for k-constrained routing with the 
computation complexity of O(B(m+n+nlogn)).  Extensive simula- 
tions show that, with few coefficient vectors, this algorithm 
performs well in both absolute performance and competitive 
performance.  In conclusion, for its high scalability, high 
performance and simplicity, MEFPA is a promising QoSR 
algorithm in the next-generation high-speed networks. 

Keywords—QoS routing, precomputation, scalability, linear 
energy function, performance evaluation 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Providing different quality-of-services (QoS) support for 
different applications in the Internet is a challenging issue [1], 
of which QoS Routing (QoSR) is one of the most pivotal 
problems [2].  The main function of QoSR is to find a feasible 
path that satisfies multiple constraints for QoS applications.  
Although QoSR was initially proposed for the IntServ model, it 
could also be used in the DiffServ model [3], [4], [5].  The 
QoS constraints can be divided into link constraints and path 
constraints.  The link constraint of a path can be converted to 
the constraint of the bottleneck link in the path, such as 
bandwidth.  It can be easily dealt with in a preprocessing step 
by pruning all links that do not satisfy the constraint and 
computing a path from the rest sub-graph.  The path 
constraint is the restriction of each link along the path, such as 
delay.  Hence, in this paper we will focus on the path 
constraint problem. 

Many heuristics have been proposed for the multi- 
constrained QoSR problem because of its NP-completeness [6], 
[7].  However, these algorithms have some or all of the 
following limitations [2]:  (1) High computation complexity 
prevents their practical applications; (2) Low performance 

means that these algorithms sometimes cannot find a feasible 
path even when it does exist.  (3) Some algorithms work only 
for a specific network.  Furthermore, most of the on-line 
routing algorithms, which calculate the path when QoS request 
arrives, will not be able to afford the high computational load 
in high-speed networks.  In most cases, a considerable 
reduction in the overall computational load could be achieved 
by precomputation, especially when the rate of QoS requests is 
much higher than that of (significant) changes in the network 
state [8]. 

This paper proposes a novel algorithm MEFPA 
(Multi-constrained Energy Function based Precomputation 
Algorithm) for multi-constrained QoSR problem based on the 
analysis of linear energy functions (LEF).  We assume that 
each node s in the network maintains a consistent copy of the 
global network state information.  This algorithm cares each 
QoS metric to b degrees.  It then computes B (B= 1

2
−

−+
k

kbC ) 
coefficient vectors that are uniformly distributed in the 
k-dimensional QoS metric space, and constructs one LEF for 
each coefficient vector.  Then based on each LEF, node s use 
Dijkstra's algorithm to calculate a least energy tree rooted by s 
and a part of QoS routing table.  At last, s combines the B 
parts of the routing table to form the complete QoS routing 
table it maintains.  For distributed routing, for a path from s to 
t, in addition to the destination t and the k weights, the QoS 
routing table only needs to save the next hop of each path.  
For source routing, the end-to-end path from s to t along the 
least energy tree should be saved in the routing table.  
Therefore, when a QoS connection request arrives, it can be 
routed by looking up a feasible path satisfying the QoS 
constraints in the routing table. 

Both theoretical analysis and experimental results show that 
our MEFPA can be easily implemented with high performance 
and high scalability.  There are two major contributions in this 
paper.  (1) We give a mathematical model that decides, in 
k-dimensional constraint space, the area that cannot be 
determined by the continuous change of k-dimensional LEFs.  
(2) We propose the precomputation algorithm MEFPA for 
multi-constrained QoSR problem. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Related work 
is discussed in Section II.  We analyze the relation of LEFs 
and the constraint space in Section III, and then propose 
MEFPA in Section IV.  In Section V MEFPA is evaluated by 
extensive simulations.  Finally, conclusions appear in Section 
VI. ∗ Supported by: (1) the National Natural Science Foundation of China (No. 

90104002; No. 69725003); (2) the National High Technology Research and 
Development Plan of China (No. 2002AA103067). 
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II.  RELATED WORK 

Finding a feasible path that satisfies multiple constraints is a 
NP-complete problem, for which many heuristic algorithms 
have been proposed.  If some scheduling schemes [9], [10] 
(e.g. weighted fair queuing) are used, based on the 
dependencies among QoS parameters, the constraints of 
queuing delay, jitter, and loss can be formulated as a function 
of bandwidth.  Then the original NP-complete problem can be 
reduced to the standard shortest path problem [11], [12].  
Based on this approach, Orda did an extensive study [13].  
However, this is not the case for propagation delay, which 
needs to be taken into account for QoS routing in high-speed 
networks [14].  Furthermore, such algorithms can only be 
applied in networks with specific scheduling schemes. 

In order to increase the applicability, pseudo-polynomial- 
time and approximate algorithms have been proposed.  For 
2-constrained problems, Jaffe proposed a distributed algorithm 
with the complexity )log( 5 nbbnO , where b  is the upper 
bound of the weight [15].  Because its complexity depends on 
the values of weights (e.g., the maximum link weight) in 
addition to the size of network, it is called a pseudo- 
polynomial-time algorithm.  Approximate algorithms have 
been proposed for the DCLC problem [16], [17].  For an 
arbitrary 0>ε , these algorithms can find a path in polynomial 
time.  Not only is the delay constraint satisfied in the path, but 
also its cost is less than )1( ε+  times the optimal cost.  For 
example, Lorenz proposed the algorithm with the computation 
complexity ))(logloglog( εnmnnnmO +  [17].  In order to 
improve the performance, the complexity of such algorithms 
will increase heavily. 

In addition to the above algorithms, heuristics based on the 
convergence of multiple weights have been proposed.  Jaffe 
proposed the linear function =)( pg )()( 2211 pwapwa +  to 
solve 2-constrained problems first [15].  As his conclusion, 
for a given constraint vector ),( 21 cc  of a QoS request, when 

2112 ccaa = , the path found by Dijkstra's algorithm with 
minimizing )( pg  can be feasible with maximum probability.  

Based on the nonlinear function ∑ == k
l cpwpg 1 11 ))(()( λ

λ , 
Neve proposed the TAMCRA [18] for multi-constrained 
problems for PNNI protocol, and its reformation SAMCRA [19] 
for IP networks.  The algorithm tries to find the path with 
minimum )( pgλ  by heuristics.  Because of the nonlinear 
characteristics, such a path cannot be found in polynomial time.  
The algorithm uses the variant of Dijkstra's algorithm to seek 
to find and store K undominated paths on each node with the 
complexity of ))log(( 3kmKKnKnO + .  Based on marking 
labels reversely, Korkmaz proposed H_MCOP for 
multi-constrained optimal-path problems [20].  This algorithm 
marks each node by running Dijkstra's algorithm reversely with 

)(1 pg .  Then when it runs Dijkstra's algorithm forward with 
)(1 pg >λ , it considers both the labels marked reversely and the 

tree partly constructed forwardly.  However, such a forward 
process cannot guarantee to find the path with minimum 

)(1 pg >λ . 

An extensive survey on QoSR can be found in [2], [21].  
Among the proposed QoSR algorithms, most of them use an 
on-line scheme.  That is to say, when the QoS request arrives, 
the algorithms have to compute the path based on the network- 
state information for each request, respectively.  The next- 
generation networks have a high speed, so that such routing 
schemes are difficult to be used.  On the other hand, QoS 
requests arrive faster than network state changes.  Thus, the 
precomputation scheme is fitter for high-speed networks than 
the on-line scheme [8].  However, current precomputation 
algorithms are often based on distance vectors and use the 
extended Bellman-Ford algorithm.  Yuan presented a limited 
granularity heuristic and a limited path heuristic [22].  The 
former limits the weight of each link and the latter limits the 
size of the routing table directly.  The latter has a less 
computation complexity )log( 3 nmnO  with the routing table 

size )log( 2 nnO .  Pointing to the multi-constrained optimal 
problem, Orda proposed a precomputation algorithm by 
mapping the cost to a discrete space [8].  Its complexity is 

)log( 1 CHmO ε , where H is the longest hop number and C is 
the upper bound of the cost.  Some other early algorithms 
have larger complexity [23].  Additionally, distance-vector 
algorithms have some inherent problems, e.g. the 
count-to-infinity problem, inevitable routing loops and a large 
quantity of updating information that may overload the 
network. 

There are three major differences between MEFPA proposed 
in this paper and other similar algorithms.  (1) From the 
viewpoint of objectives and functions, MEFPA is to solve the 
general multi-constrained routing problem, while some other 
algorithms require some specific scheduling schemes [12], [13] 
or a limited set of QoS weights [15], [18].  (2) Viewed from 
the methods, MEFPA is an off-line algorithm based on network 
link states while some others are on-line algorithms based on 
link states [15], [18], [19], [20] or off-line ones based on 
distance vectors [22].  (3) MEFPA uses multiple energy 
functions that are independent of QoS requests, and the linear 
characteristic guarantees to find the least energy path easily.  
Some similar algorithms only use one energy function.  They 
either seek for a particular linear energy function for a specific 
QoS request [15], or emphasize how to find the least energy 
path with non-linear energy function by heuristics [20]. 

III.  LINEAR ENERGY FUNCTION ANALYSIS 

A.  Problem Formulation 
A directed graph ),( EVG  presents a network.  V is the 

node set and the element Vv ∈  is called a node representing a 
router in the network.  E is the set of edges representing links 
that connect the routers.  The element Eeij ∈  represents the 
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edge ji vve →=  in G.  In QoSR, each link has a group of 
independent weights ),(),(( 21 ewew ))(, ewkL , which is also 
called QoS metric )(ew . 

The path constraints can be divided into additive constraints 
(e.g. cost, delay) and multiplicative constraints (e.g. loss rate).  
Because either type can be transformed into the other, we only 
consider additive constraints in the paper.  Accordingly, for a 
path nvvvp →→→= L10  and kl ≤≤1 , the weight 

+∈ Rewl )(  satisfies the additive characteristic if =)( pwl  

∑ = − →n
i iil vvw1 1 )( . 

Definition 1. Multi-constrained path 
For a given graph ),( EVG , source node s, destination node 

t, 2≥k  and a constraint vector ),,,( 21 kcccc L= , the path 
p  from s  to t  is called multi-constrained path (MCP), if 

ll cpw ≤)(  for any kl ≤≤1 .  We write cpw ≤)(  in brief. 
  

Note: )(ew  and c  are both k-dimensional vectors.  For a 
given QoS request and its constraints c, QoSR seeks to find a 
feasible path p satisfying cpw ≤)(  based on the current 
network-state information. 

B. Linear Energy Function 

Dijkstra gave the Shortest Path Tree (SPT) algorithm, which 
has a low computation complexity [24]. However, QoSR 
problem is related to multiple weights simultaneously.  Thus 
the problem is changed to the one, in which the complexity is 
NP-complete, and the original Dijkstra's algorithm cannot be 
used to solve it.  In this case, one feasible method is to 
convert the multiple weights to a single value, as follows: 

Definition 2. Linear Energy Function (LEF) ag 1 
The LEF of link e is defined as the linear function 

 ∑ == k
l lla waeg 1)( , (1) 

which represents the "cost" of e .  Here, the coefficient 
]1,0[∈la  is independent of e  for kl ,,2,1 L= , and it 

satisfies 11 =∑ =
k
l la .  The vector ),,,( 21 kaaaa L=  that 

satisfies the above conditions is called an energy coefficient.   

Based on LEF, we convert the original multi-constrained 
path problem to a least-energy path problem.  Each coefficient 
of LEF represents the important degrees of different elements 
in the weight vector when the SPT is computed. 

Theorem 1: For a given graph G and a vector a, Dijkstra's 

                                                        
1 We use the term "energy" instead of the traditional name "cost", so 
that it is easy to distinguish the function value and link cost.  A 
traditional cost configured for a link can be an element of the weight 
vector.  LEF here converts multiple weights to a single value, which 
does not have a practical meaning. 

SPT algorithm with respect to )(ega  can create a least-energy 
tree aT  rooted by s .  The path ap  along the tree aT  
from s  to an arbitrary node t  satisfies 

 )),((min)( ),( tspgpg aGtspaa ∈= . (2) 

Proof:  The original Dijkstra's algorithm can guarantee that 
the path from s  to an arbitrary node t  along the tree has the 
least cost.  Because )(ega  is a linear function, which 

satisfies =+ )( 21 eeg a  ∑ = +k
l ll eewa1 21 )(  +=∑ =

k
l ll ewa1 1 )(  

∑ =
k
l ll ewa1 2 )( )()( 21 egeg aa += , we can calculate )(ega  for 

each link e  first, and then run the Dijkstra's SPT algorithm 
with respect to )(ega  rather than the original cost.  Thus, a 
least-energy tree can be created and ap  is the least-energy 
path from s  to t , viz. =)( aa pg )),((min ),( tspgaGtsp ∈ .  

If we take the energy coefficient a as the independent 
variable, the question is changed: For a given G  and 
source-destination pair ),( ts , when energy coefficient a 
reaches to all of the feasible values, what characteristics does 
the set }|{ apa ∀  have?  For example, how many elements 
does it have and how are they distributed?  For convenience, 
we will first define the QoS metric space and then analyze it as 
followings. 

C.  QoS metric space 
Definition 3. QoS metric space 

k
k WWWW ×××= L21  is called the QoS metric space, if 

ll Wpw ∈)(  for any Gp ∈ .  

For the common condition as +∈ Rewl )( , we can take 
+= RW l , so ll Wpw ∈)(  for any path p .  Thus, )( pw  is a 

point in the space kW , viz. kWpw ∈)( , and }|)({ apw a ∀  is 

a set of points in kW . 

Theorem 2: For a given G , a source-destination pair ),( ts , 

an energy coefficient a  and taking ∑ == k
l allopt pwag 1 )( , 

)( pw  of an arbitrary path p  from s  to t  must be on the 
upside of the hyperplane 

 })(|)({ 1 opt
k
l ll gpwapwP == ∑ =  (3) 

in the space kW . 

Proof:  We use the reduction to absurdity.  If there is a 
point )( pw ′  on the downside of hyperplane P , we have 

∑∑ == ′>= k
l ll

k
l allopt pwapwag 11 )()( , which is contrary to 

)),((min)( ),( tspgpg Gtspa ∈=  in theorem 1.  Thus, if there is 
any other path 'p  from s  to t , )( pw ′  must be on the 
upside of the hyperplane P .  
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For example, when 2=k  as shown in Fig. 1, for the given 
vector a , we use Dijkstra's algorithm with respect to ag  and 
create the least-energy path ap  from s  to t .  Drawing the 
perpendicular P  of vector a  crossing the point )( apw , we 

get a partition of space 2W .  All of the weight points )( pw ′  
of paths p′  from s  to t  must be on the upside of P  as 
shown in Fig. 1.a.  We should note that, because of the 
discreteness of network topology graph, the corresponding ap  
is changed discretely with the continuous change of vector a .  
Thus, we can see that the mapping apa a  is not an injection.  
When the given vector changes from a′  to a ′′ , the 
least-energy path does not change, i.e. ab pp =  for 

],[ aab ′′′∈  in Fig. 1.b. Therefore, the single path ap  
corresponds to the continuous set ]},[|)({ aabbP ′′′∈  of 
hyperplanes. 

D.  Feasibility of the constraint in kW  

We will give a partition of the QoS metric space kW , 
including unfeasible area NOTM , feasible area FEASIBLEM  
and unknown area UNKNOWNM  in this section.  Accordingly, 

for a given QoS request with a constraint in kW , we can judge 
its feasibility and find a feasible path for a feasible request. 

Definition 4. Unfeasible area 
The point set )(aM ={ wWww k ,| ∈ is in the lower side of 

)}(aP  is called an unfeasible area determined by a given 
vector a .   

 U
0,11

)(
≥=∑

=
= aa

NOT
k
l l

aMM  (4) 

is called the unfeasible area.   

Theorem 3: For a constraint NOTMc ∈  of a request from s 
to t, there is NO feasible path p  satisfying cpw ≤)( . 

Proof:  According to the definition of NOTM , NOTM  is 
the union of all the )(aM  with the continuous change of 

vectors a .  For a given constraint NOTMc ∈ , there must be 
a hyperplane )(aP  corresponding to the vector a , so that c  
is on the downside of )(aP .  According to theorem 2, any 
path p′  from s to t must be on the upside of )(aP .  
Therefore, there is no feasible path p  satisfying cpw ≤)( .  

Definition 5. Available area 
The point set  

 U
0,11

)(
≥=∑

==
= aa

NOTAVL
k
l l

aMMM  (5) 

is called the available area in space kW , where =NOTM  

NOT
k MW \  is the complement of NOTM .  

Fig. 2 shows the relation between AVLM  and NOTM .  For 
example, if there is only one least-energy path, Fig. 2.a shows 
the unfeasible area and the available area, where =NOTM  

)()( aMaM NOTNOT ′′′ U .  For the common sense where 
multiple least-energy paths exist, we should consider that (1) 
multiple vectors a  may map to a single point )( apw  and (2) 
a single vector may also map to multiple points as shown in Fig. 
2.b.  When the vector changes from a′  to a ′′  continuously, 
the least-energy point keeps the same value, i.e. )( apw .  It is 
the same case of the least-energy point )( apw  when the 
vector changes from b′  to b ′′ .  However, the vector a ′′ , 
equal to b′ , has two least-energy paths, i.e. ap  and bp .  In 
this case, a discrete change of least-energy paths occurs.  Such 
a discrete change introduces a good characteristic: although the 
least-energy points are discrete, the unfeasible area is 
continuous. 

Theorem 4: The available area AVLM  is a convex set, the 
weight point of an arbitrary least-energy path ap  is on the 
border of AVLM , and there must be a vector a  mapping to a 
vertex of AVLM  so that the point )( apw  is the vertex. 

Proof:  We prove the above three parts in turn. 

(1) To prove that AVLM  is a convex set (See [25] for the 

P

a

)( pw ′

)( apw

1w

2w

 

a

)(aP ′

θ

θ

a′

)(aP

)( apw

1w

2w

 
a. p′  is in the upper side of P   b. fixed ap  with different a  

Figure 1.  Vector a  and hyperplane P  

)( apw

θ

)(aP ′

)(aP ′′

)(aM NOT ′′
NOTM

NOTM)(aM NOT ′

1w

2w

)( bpw

)( apw

NOTM

1θ

2θ

)(aP ′ )(aP ′′

)(bP ′′

)(bP ′
1w

2w

 
a. NOTM  with a unique ap  b. Transition from ap  to bp  

Figure 2.  Unfeasible area NOTM  with least energy paths ap  
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definition and the characteristics of a convex set): For a given 
vector a , the corresponding hyperplane divides the space 

kW  into two parts and either of them is a half-space.  Thus, 
the available area )(\)( aMWaM NOT

k
NOT =  is a convex set 

for each give vector a .  On the other hand, since =AVLM  

=NOTM IU
0,1||||0,1||||

)()(
≥=≥=

=
aa

NOT
aa

NOT aMaM  and the intersection of 

convex sets is still a convex set, AVLM  is a convex set. 

(2) To prove that an arbitrary )( apw  is on the border of 

AVLM : For an arbitrary )( apw , drawing the hyperplane 
)(aP  crossing the point )( apw  with a  being the normal 

vector, M  is on one side of )(aP  according to theorem 2.  
Therefore, )( apw  is on the border of AVLM . 

(3) To prove that there must be a vector a  mapping to a 
vertex of AVLM : For any vertex x∀  of AVLM , because 

AVLM  is a convex set, there must be a hyperplane )(aP .  
Here, )(aP  crosses the point x  and AVLM  is on one side 
of )(aP , where a  is a normal vector of the hyperplane.  
Because AVLM  is an unlimited set, i.e. AVLM∈∞∞∞ ),,,( L , 

AVLM  must be on the upside of )(aP .  Therefore, for a 
given vector a , the point xpw a =)(  must be able to be 
calculated.  

For example, when there are multiple least-energy paths with 
the different energy functions, the available area AVLM  must 
be a convex set, and each vertex of AVLM  must be a 
least-energy path as shown in Fig. 3.a. 

We further divide AVLM  into two parts: the feasible area 

FEASIBLEM , and the unknown area UNKNOWM . 

Definition 6. Feasible area FEASIBLEM  

 )}()(,|)({ aFEASIBLE pwpwapwM ≥∃=  (6) 

is called the feasible area.   

Theorem 5: For an arbitrary constraint c  of a QoS request, 

if FEASIBLEMc ∈ , there must be a feasible path. 

Proof:  From the definition of FEASIBLEM , a∃  that 
satisfies cpw a ≤)( , so ap  can be a feasible path for the 
constraint c .   

Definition 7. Unknown area UNKNOWNM  

 FEASIBLEAVLUNKNOWN MMM −=  (7) 

is called unknown area.   

For example, in Fig. 3.b path ap  is feasible for constraint 

FEASIBLEMc ∈′  because cpw a ′<)( .  We don’t know the 
existence of a feasible path for any constraint UNKNOWNMc ∈ .  

Thus, we divide the space kW  into three areas: an unfeasible 
area NOTM , an unknown area UNKNOWNM  and a feasible area 

FEASIBLEM . 

IV.  PROPOSED PRECOMPUTATING MEFPA 

A.  The idea of MEFPA 
Based on the above theory, the set }{ ap  of least-energy 

paths can be pre-computed with different energy coefficients 
a , and then the QoS routing table can be constructed based on 

}{ ap .  Fig. 4 shows an example, where node s is going to 
construct its QoS routing table.  First, it uses a =(0,1) to 
compute the least energy tree as shown in Fig. 4.b.  Then it 
uses a =(0.5,0.5) to construct another tree in Fig 4.c, and so on 
in Fig 4.d.  At last, node s can get three different trees with 
these different vectors.  All of these three trees compose the 
final QoS routing table maintained by s.  When a QoS request 
arrives, s looks up a feasible path in the routing table and 

(2,3)

(1,5) (1,5)

(5,1)

(1,9)

(5,1)
s t

a

b

d

e
c

(2,3)

(1,5) (1,5)

(5,1)

(1,9) (1,9)
s t

a

b

d

e
c

c.      =(0.5,0.5)a

d.      =(1,0)a

(2,3) (4,4)

(1,5) (1,5)

(5,1)

(1,9) (1,9)

(5,1)
s t

a

b

d

e
c

a. Original network graph

(2,3) (4,4)

(1,5)

(5,1)

(1,9)

(5,1)
s t

a

b

d

e
c

b.      =(0,1)a

 
Figure 4.  An example of proposed algorithm 

)( cpw
)( bpw

)( apw

U
0,1|||| ≥=

=
aa

aNOT MM

NOTAVL MM =

2w

1w
)( bpw

)( apw

NOTM

FEASIBLEM

c ′′

c′

c
UNKNOWNM

2w

1w
 

 a. The convexity of AVLM  b. Feasible constraints: c′ and c ′′  

Figure 3.  Three partitions of kW : unfeasible, unknown and feasible areas 
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forwards the request. 

According to the positions of QoS constraints c in the space 
kW , there are three possibilities.  (1) We know a feasible path 

for FEASIBLEMc ∈ , and then we can find an element in the 
}{ ap  as the feasible path.  (2) We know that there is NO 

feasible path for NOTMc ∈ .  Thus we can refuse the QoS 
request or start the QoS negotiation.  (3) We don't know 
whether a feasible path exists for UNKNOWNMc ∈ .  We expect 
that the probability of the third case is small.  In the 
performance evaluation (section V), extensive simulations will 
show that the area UNKNOWNM  is really small and most (95%) 
QoS requests will be in the other two areas.  Furthermore, we 
will also demonstrate that a QoS request in UNKNOWNM  has a 
small opportunity to be feasible.  Therefore, we take this area 
as the unfeasible area without affecting the performance 
significantly, so we refuse this kind of QoS requests. 

A practical algorithm cannot use a continuous change of a , 
so we discuss how to construct multiple energy coefficient 
vectors a  as followings.  In order to make the discrete a  
independent of networks, we normalize the weights of each 
link first.  That is to say, the potential maximum weight, 

)(max ewlEe∈ , is a constant, which is independent of l .  
Then, we select b uniform numbers in [0,1], i.e. D={0/(b-1), 
1/(b-1), …,1} with totally b elements.  Thus, we get the 
uniform vectors 

 A= }1,|{ 1 =∈ ∑ =
k
l l

k aDaa  (8) 

as the coefficients a  in the subset k]1,0[  of QoS metric 

space kW .  At last, the node, carrying out MEFPA, 
calculates the QoS routing table for all ∈a A based on the 
network link state it maintains. 

Theorem 6: The number of the elements in the energy 
coefficient set A= }1,|{ 1 =∈ ∑ =

k
l l

k aDaa  is  

 |A|= 1
2

−
−+

k
kbC . (9) 

Proof:  There are b elements in set D={0/(b-1), 1/(b-1), 
…,1}, and they are uniform in [0,1].  We have kDa ∈ , 

)1/()1(11 −−==∑ = bbak
l l .  Thus, if we take each 1/(b-1) as a 

ball, the set D can be considered as D={0 ball, 1 ball, 2 balls, 
…, (b-1) balls}.  The total number of the balls represented by 
the vector a  is (b-1).  Additionally, the meaning of 1la  is 
different to that of 2la  for 21 ll ≠ . 

Therefore, we can equate |A| with the number of the methods 
to put (b-1) same balls into k different boxes, and an arbitrary 
number of balls can be put into each boxes.  According to the 
combinatorics, there are 1

2
−

−+
k

kbC = )!1()!1()!2( −−−+ kbkb  

different methods to put the balls [26], i.e. |A|= 1
2

−
−+

k
kbC .  

We denote B as the number of LEFs, i.e. B=|A|= 1
2

−
−+

k
kbC .  

For the k-constrained routing problem, node s first constructs B 
energy coefficients.  Then s computes the least energy tree for 
each coefficient, respectively, and saves the path from s to each 
destination node t in the network along the tree to the QoS 
routing table.  Thus, there are at most B different paths from s 
to each destination t.  When a QoS request arrives at s, s only 
needs to look up a feasible path satisfying k constraints in the 
routing table. 

B.  Description of MEFPA 
We propose the precomputation algorithm, MEFPA, for the 

k-constrained routing problem, as shown in Fig. 5.  G is the 
network graph with K weights, s is the node running MEFPA, 
and (b-1) is the number of degrees to which each weight is 
cared.  Our MEFPA, running on s, includes two parts.  (a) A 
number B of energy coefficients ),,,( 21 kaaaa L=  are 
constructed according to the configuration of b (Line 1, 2, 
8-11).  (b) A part of QoS routing table is calculated with 
respect to each coefficient a  (Line 3-7).  This includes the 
following steps: (i) For the given G  and each vector a , 
calculate the energy )(ega  for each link (Line 3-4).  (ii) Use 
Dijkstra's algorithm to compute a least-energy tree aT  rooted 
by node s with LEF ag  (Line 6).  (iii) Save the least-energy 
path from s to each node along aT  to QoS routing table (Line 
6-7). 

Because the linear function )(ega  satisfies the isotonicity, 
there are no routing loops in the routing table calculated by 
node s [27].  Therefore, in the source routing scheme, MEFPA 
can avoid routing loops even when different nodes have the 
inconsistent copies of network state information.  However, in 
the distributed routing scheme, we need the consistence of the 
network state information in different nodes.  If all nodes use 
the routing table entries generated with same )(ega  to 
forward a specific QoS request hop by hop, routing loops are 
avoided. 

MEFPA (G, s, k, b) 
1) IF (k==K-1) 
2)     a[k]=b-1 

    // we have got the coefficient a[K] 
3)     FOR EACH edge e  IN G 

4)         ∑ == k
l lla waeg 1)(  

5)     dijkstra (G,s) 
6)     FOR EACH node t  IN G 
7)         store ),( tspa  
8) ELSE 
9)     FOR(i=0; i<b; i++) 
10)         a[k]=i 
11)         MEFPA(G, s, k+1, b-i) 
 

Figure 5.  The proposed MEFPA 
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C.  Analysis of the proposed algorithm 
We first analyze the computation complexity of MEFPA to 

calculate QoS routing table.  In a network graph G  with k 
QoS metrics, the node number is ||Vn =  and the edge number 
is || Em = .  Step (i) has the complexity of )(mO .  Step (ii) 
is )log( mnnO +  with the improved Dijkstra's algorithm and 
step (iii) is )(nO .  The number of coefficient vectors is 

B= 1
2

−
−+

k
kbC  (theorem 6).  As a result, including the recursive 

part, the overall computation complexity of MEFPA is 
))log(( 1

2 nnnmCO k
kb ++−

−+ , which is B= 1
2

−
−+

k
kbC  times the 

original Dijkstra's algorithm with a single weight.  In a 
general situation, there are only a few kinds of path constraints, 
e.g. cost, delay, jitter, and loss rate.  Therefore, k  will not be 
very large and complexity of MEFPA is acceptable. 

We now analyze the computation complexity to look up a 
feasible path in the QoS routing table.  As we analyzed above, 
the QoS routing table is B times the original routing table with 
a single weight.  Because the QoS routing table saves k 
weights, the current packet classification technique in multiple 
dimensions can achieve a constant time complexity [28].  
That is to say, it only needs to access the memory for d times to 
find a route, where d is the reduction of ranges to prefix lookup.  
We can even obtain the computation complexity of O(1) if we 
use some special hardware, e.g. TCAM [29]. 

Because the value B= 1
2

−
−+

k
kbC  is important to MEFPA, we 

will illustrate the relation between B and the performance by 
extensive simulations as follows, which show that MEFPA 
performs well when B is small (e.g. when k=2, we let B=b=7). 

V.  PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

We first propose a method, the unknown-area proportion, to 
the absolute performance evaluation of MEFPA.  Additionally, 
in order to compare it with others directly, we also simulate 
QoS requests to evaluate its performance.  In each of these 
experiments with a node number N  being 50, 100, 200 and 
500 respectively, we generate 10 pure random network graphs 
[30], [31] with k weights for each link, where )(ewl ~ 
uniform[1,1000] for kl ,,2,1 L= , and )(ewl  have no 
correlation for different e  or l .  In each graph, we select 
source-destination node pair (s,t) 100 times (a particular node 
can be selected more than once), where we guarantee that the 
minimum hop is not less than two.  Each source node s use 
our MEFPA to calculate least energy tree for B= 1

2
−

−+
k

kbC  times 
with B different energy coefficients a . 

A.  The absolute performance 
QoSR algorithms are often evaluated by two methods.  (1) 

Competitive ratio, which indicates how well a heuristic 
algorithm performs, is defined as the ratio of the number of 
requests satisfied using a heuristic algorithm and the number of 
requests satisfied using the exhaustive algorithm.  (2) Success 

ratio (SR) is defined as the ratio of the number of requests 
satisfied using a heuristic algorithm and the total number of 
requests generated. 

The difference between the two methods is the feasibility of 
the requests being the denominator in theory.  Both have 
shortcomings because the evaluation depends heavily on the 
generated constraints of the requests, e.g. the distribution of 
constraints.  For a large-scale network, it is difficult to judge 
the feasibility of a request, so SR is used widely in most cases.  
Because different distributions are used in different papers, the 
absolute value of SR means nothing, and only the comparison 
with the same network data makes sense. 

In order to evaluate the absolute performance of MEFPA and 
avoid the above problem, we propose the method of 
unknown-area proportion, which is independent of QoS 
requests.  We take the unknown area in Fig. 3.b as the 
inefficiency of MEFPA and analyze the proportion of this area 
to the whole area.  The unknown area is UNKNOWNM  in 
theory, but for the limited number of discrete coefficients a , 
the unknown area will extend to UNKNOWNM ′  as shown in Fig. 
6.a.  The reason is that we cannot guarantee the nonexistence 
of least energy paths in triangle A and B.  UNKNOWNM ′  is a 
limited space while NOTM  and FEASIBLEM  are unlimited 
spaces.  For a given (s,t) pair, we use Dijkstra's algorithm to 
construct the shortest path lp  with respect to lw .  The 
unknown-area proportion is defined as  

 NOTUNKNOWN MM /(Pr ′= FEASIBLEM+ )UNKNOWNM ′+  (10) 

in the subset {w| )(2 lll pww ×≤ } shown as the rectangle 
enclosed by the gray dashed line in Fig. 6.b. 

Fig. 7 shows the average unknown-area proportion Pr with 
the 95% confidence interval for 10 random graphs.  The 
X-coordinate is the number of the degrees to care each weight 
and the Y-coordinate is Pr.  As shown in this figure, (1) the 
proportion of unknown area is small.  (2) Pr decreases rapidly 
to a constant value when b increases.  This shows that in 
practice, to ensure high performance, we only need few 
uniform coefficients a  to find enough paths of different 
characteristics, e.g. when k=2, B=b=7.  With larger b, most of 

)( cpw

)( bpw

)( apw

NOTM

FEASIBLEM

UNKNOWNM ′

1w

2w

A

B

 

)( cpw

NOTM
UNKNOWNM

1w2w
1w

2w

2w

1w

)( apw

)( bpw

FEASIBLEM

 
 a. increase of unknown area b. the area we consider 

Figure 6.  Unknown area proportion 
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the newly found paths are reduplications, which cannot 
decrease Pr furthermore.  This is consistent with the 
conclusion in [22].  (3) In large-scale networks, Pr decreases 
when the number of weights k increases, and the larger the k, 
the smaller the change that Pr decreases with b increasing.  
This shows that in multiple dimensions, when b is small, we 
use a number (B= 1

2
−

−+
k

kbC ) of coefficients.  Therefore, MEFPA 
performs well with a small b in multiple dimensions.  (4) With 
the increase of node number N, b plays a more significant role 
to the performance.  The reason is that in larger networks, 
more paths are available between a particular (s,t) pair and the 
possibility to optimize a particular weight increases.   

We have demonstrated that the unknown-area proportion Pr 
is small, and now we demonstrate that the feasibility for a 
request UNKNOWNMc ∈  is also small.  First, we generate some 
constraints within the unknown area in Fig. 6 randomly.  Then, 
we use H_MCOP [20] to seek feasible paths for each request.  
Fig. 8 shows the SR with k=2, i.e. 2-constrained routing.  
When b=7, the success ratio is less than 5% so that most 
requests may be inherently infeasible. 

Having established that (1) the unknown-area proportion is 

small, and (2) a request within the unknown area has a low 
feasibility, MEFPA can refuse the requests within the unknown 
area with a small probability of misjudgment (refuse feasible 
requests).  As a result, MEFPA achieves a high absolute 
performance.  Since the probability of misjudgment is small, 
the misjudgment is no longer the major factor that decreases 
the performance.  Instead, the inherent staleness of 
network-state information based on which QoSR operates may 
be the major factor in practice [32]. 

B.  Performance comparison based on random constraints 
From the related work in section II, it is seen that the current 

precomputation algorithms for QoSR are not efficient enough.  
Some of them tend to have the prohibitive computation 
complexity or low performance, and some are based on 
distance vectors, so they are not fit for large-scale networks.  
In order to show the performance of MEFPA, we compare 
MEFPA with H_MCOP [20], which is also based on Dijkstra's 
algorithm.   

We use the method of generating constraints for requests in 
[20] to compare the two algorithms first.  For a given ),( ts  
pair, we use Dijkstra's algorithm to calculate the shortest path 

lp  with the keyword lw , 
respectively.  We then 
generate the constraints 
randomly for each ),( ts  pair: 

~1+lc  uniform [0.8 )(1 ll pw + , 
1.2 )(1 ll pw + ].  The shadowed 
area in Fig. 9 shows the 
constraints generated in two 
dimensions. 
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Figure 7.  The absolute performance of LEPFA 
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Fig. 10 shows the routing success ratio in two dimensions, 
i.e. for 2-constrained routing.  When b=7, the SR of MEFPA 
is higher than that of H_MCOP.  Table I shows the cases in 
multiple dimensions, i.e. k-constrained routing.  With the 
increase of weight number k, because more requests generated 
by this random method are inherently infeasible, the 
performance of both algorithms decreases rapidly.  However, 
from the comparison, MEFPA performs well when b is small 
with a relatively large k (e.g., when k=5, we choose b=3).  
This further confirms the conclusion of the absolute 
performance evaluation. 

C.  Performance comparison based on simulated constraints 
Because the performance depends on the distribution or 

scale that the generated QoS constraints obey, experimental 
results in different papers cannot be compared directly with 
others.  However, the Internet does not have typical 
topologies or traffic models [34], and we are even more short 
of knowledge about the constraints of the upcoming QoS 
applications.  Therefore, it is difficult to give a reasonable 
model and a distribution of the constraints.  Nevertheless, we 
know that most QoS applications care different weights to 
different degrees.  For example, file transfer applications may 
care loss rate to a much higher degree than delay, and 
multimedia applications may take delay as the most important 
parameter.  The distribution of constraints in Fig. 9 does not 
consider this aspect, and it can generate constraints only round 
the middle between the 1w  axis and 2w  axis.  For example, 
it cannot generate a constraint pair, in which 1w  is as 
important as three times 2w . 

Based on the normalized weights in the whole graph, we use 
the method of weight ratio simulation to generate the 

constraints for a given pair ),( ts .  First, we assume that each 
QoS application has a coefficient vector a .  The normalized 

)( 1 kl aaa ++L  presents the degree, to which this 
application cares the weight lw .  Based on this assumption, 
we use the LEF ag  (Definition 2) to construct the constraints 
for a request.  For a given ),( ts , we use Dijkstra's algorithm 
to calculate the least energy path ),( tspa  and take the 
weights vector )),(( tspw a  as the QoS constraint of ),( ts , i.e. 

)),((),( tspwtsc a= .  Because the request with such simulated 
constraints must be feasible, SR can be extended to the 
absolute performance evaluation of algorithms.  For each pair 

),( ts , we take )1,0(~ uniformal  in practice.  Fig. 11 shows 
SR of these QoS requests we simulate.  The experiment 
shows that MEFPA overmatches H_MCOP, and MEFPA has a 
good scalability because it is insensitive not only to the 
network scale, but also to the constraint number k. 

D.  Running time comparison 
Our extensive simulations show that MEFPA has a higher 

SR than H_MCOP, although H_MCOP has to calculate the 
feasible path for each individual request respectively.  On the 
aspect of computation complexity, H_MCOP algorithm is 

nnknkmO loglog( + ))1( 2 mk ++  with k-shortest path 
algorithm [33], while MEFPA is ))log(( nnnmBO ++ .  For 
given 7=B  when k=2, MEFPA is better than H_MCOP, not 
only on computation complexity but also on the running time 
in practical experiments.  For example, the running time of 
MEFPA is 51.8 millisecond in a 500-node graph, while that of 
H_MCOP is 15.3 millisecond.  Considering the difference 
between precomputation and on-line computation furthermore, 
MEFPA has much less complexity.  For example, if on a given 
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Figure 10.  Performance eveluation with random constraints 
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TABLE I 
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION WITH RANDOM CONSTRAINTS 

(MULTIPLE CONSTRAINTS) 

SR(%) k=2 k=3 k=4 k=5 
b=3 91.8 79.7 64.4 55.7 
b=7 92.8 80.5 64.7 55.8 N=50 
H_MCOP 92.5 80.0 64.2 55.6 
b=3 91.0 73.0 61.8 51.6 
b=7 92.2 73.7 62.7 52.3 N=100 
H_MCOP 91.9 73.5 62.0 50.8 
b=3 88.2 73.4 59.4 47.8 
b=7 90.0 75.0 60.9 49.9 N=200 
H_MCOP 89.9 73.8 59.9 48.2 
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Figure 11.  Comparison with simulated constraints 
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source node, there are (N-1) requests to the other (N-1) nodes 
in the network, the running time of MEFPA keeps fixed while 
that of H_MCOP increases (N-1) times. 

VI.  CONCLUSION 

For the NP-complete problem of multi-constrained QoS 
routing, we propose a novel precomputing algorithm, MEFPA, 
based on the theoretical analysis of linear energy functions.  
With this algorithm, a router constructs a number (B) of 
uniform coefficients to construct B linear energy functions.  It 
then calculates B least energy trees to precompute the QoS 
routing table with the computation complexity +mBO ((  

))log nnn + .  Compared with the current Internet routing 
scheme, the router only needs to replace the current cost by the 
energy value in SPT computation.  Thus, the precomputation 
complexity of MEFPA is only B  times that of the current 
algorithm with a single cost. 

When QoS requests arrive, the router can look up a feasible 
path in the QoS routing table.  The size of the QoS routing 
table is less than or equal to B  times that of the current 
routing table with a single cost, so that the present techniques 
of routing table look-up is competent.  Because of the small 
complexity and the precomputation scheme, MEFPA has a 
good scalability in the number of QoS constraints, the network 
scale and also the high-speed arrival of packets in 
next-generation networks.  It is also consistent with the 
routing architecture of the current Internet. 

From the performance evaluation of routing success ratio, 
we find that the performances of heuristics are different with 
different distributions or scales that the generated QoS 
constraints obey.  In order to evaluate the absolute 
performance, we propose a novel approach, the unknown-area 
proportion, which shows that our MEFPA achieves high 
absolute performance.  Additionally, we generate the 
constraints of QoS requests by both of the random method and 
weight-ratio simulation, respectively.   Extensive simulations 
also show that our MEFPA performs competitively great. 

As a conclusion, following the current precomputation 
routing architecture, we believe that the MEFPA is a promising 
QoSR algorithm for next-generation high-speed networks 
because of its high scalability, performance and simplicity.  
Furthermore, MEFPA can be easily extended to resolve 
multi-constrained optimal cost problem.  For example, taking 
the cost as the (k+1)th weight, this problem can be transferred to 
(k+1)-constrained problem and MEFPA can generate the QoS 
routing table with (k+1) weights.  When QoS requests arrive, 
we can look up an optimal feasible path, which satisfies the k 
constraints and has a least cost in the routing table. 
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